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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Financial cards and payments in 2022: The big picture
Recent developments in fintech point towards the future of digital payments
Egypt poised to introduce a new wireless digital payments system
MasterCard remains the leading issuer, well ahead of arch-rival Visa
Full digital transformation is set to continue to define the industry's development
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Charge Cards in Egypt - Category analysis

KEY DATA FINDINGS

2022 DEVELOPMENTS

Popularity of charge cards falls further as consumers look to other types of cards
PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES

Few expectations that charge cards will be able to arrest its ongoing decline
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KEY DATA FINDINGS

2022 DEVELOPMENTS

Focus on fraud detection and prevention a major trend in credit cards
Increasing offer of innovative solutions boosts interest in commercial credit cards
Consumers continue to rely on credit cards as credit lines in the post-pandemic era

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES

Credit cards set to boom as pay later options become increasingly appealing
Cashback and rewards programmes set to largely define credit cards
Inclusion of Meeza features in many credit cards points to further growth
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**KEY DATA FINDINGS**

**2022 DEVELOPMENTS**

Debit cards continues to grow, underlining its status as the leading financial cards category
Government efforts to further increase debit card transactions value
Sustainability becoming a more important aspect of Egypt’s financial cards scene

**PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES**

Rising financial inclusion likely to result in positive growth in debit cards
CIB’s position atop Forbes list of top companies in Egypt bodes well for the future
AAIB launches a Visa rewards debit card, presenting opportunities for the future
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KEY DATA FINDINGS

2022 DEVELOPMENTS

Government initiatives boost demand for closed loop pre-paid cards
MasterCard remains the dominant operator in pre-paid cards in Egypt
Innovative solutions remain a major trend in pre-paid cards

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES

Tapping into the unbanked population set to remain crucial for category growth
Emerging fintech players to increasingly offer pioneering digital pre-paid solutions
Meeza national card set to remain important due to its ubiquity in the public sector
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Store Cards in Egypt – Category analysis

2022 DEVELOPMENTS
Store cards not in use in Egypt, with few prospects for a change in the situation
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